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Rohde-and-
Schwarz SMU200A
service passwords

Hello 

I can confirm   894129  is used as password with recent measuring equipment, I use this frequently with our ESR measuring receiver @
QRL.

73 jac pe1kxh

Show quoted text

I Dirk,
 
Thanks for the feedback, and I will try this, but can you confirm that this is a number in Germany, and what is the area code?  (i.e. +49
?? 894129)
 
Regards
Nick
 
Sent from Mail (https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986) for Windows
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Hi Nick,

I'm not sure, but try the R&S telefon number : 894129 this is workig on other devives.

73 de Dirk - DG0DI 

Am 13.02.22 um 19:21 schrieb Nick Lenssen: 
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Hi, 

Can anybody help me with this? 

I have a defect SMU200A, and am looking for the level 1 to 5 service passwords. 
Does anybody have these? 

Thanks 
Get Outlook for Android (https://aka.ms/AAb9ysg)
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